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Abstract 
 ‘Sub-safe area’ is a place relative to the safe area outside which ensures the personnel not affected of fire in the 
building. With the application of performance-based in the fire protection design, ‘sub-safe area’ was used more and 
more by the designer. The article defined the conception of ‘sub-safe area’, putted forward the requirements of fire 
protection design, and explained the application of ‘sub-safe area’ via an example. 
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1. Introduction 
With rapid development of Chinese economy, building industry is booming in our country, and various large-
scale complicated public buildings are emerging in large numbers, however, compared with the quick development 
of building industry, traditional prescription type fire protection design seems relatively laggard. Performance-based 
fire protection design is a new research domain that began to develop abroad since the beginning of 1980s, research 
on the theory and technique of fire safety engineering science and performance-based fire protection design were 
successively developed in the developed countries of Australia, America, Japan and north Europe, etc., and certain 
research achievements have been obtained. The superiority of performance-based fire protection design has been 
effectively verified in extensive practice, at present, the work of performance-based fire protection design has been 
developed in multiple large and medium-sized cities nationwide, and the fire-proof problem beyond code 
requirement brought about by rapid development of building industry is solved. Especially, in the construction 
process of Beijing Olympic Games stadium and gymnasium in 2008, the performance-based fire protection design 
method has played a particularly important role. 
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2. Introduction of the ‘Sub-safe area’ concept 
In the recent years, with the incessant expansion of commercial building area, the problem in its design of 
personnel evacuation is noticeable day by day, and among them, the commonly encountered problems are too long 
travel distance at the first floor of building and evacuation staircase not being directly linked to the outdoor. In 
order to guarantee that the personnel in building can rapidly evacuate to the safe area outdoors in case of fire, it is 
stipulated in prescription type fire protection design code that the travel distance shall generally be 30m; in order to 
prevent personnel of other floors being affected by fire in the evacuation process in case of fire at the first floor of 
building, it is required in the code that there must be outlet that is directly linked to the outdoor at the first floor of 
building for the evacuation staircase. However, the expansion of architectural area poses relatively great challenge 
to concurrently meeting the above-mentioned two requirements. In the large-scale commercial building, if the travel 
distance for the personnel in each floor of building meets the code requirements, part of staircase would certainly 
not be directly linked to the outdoor at the first floor; on the contrary, if all staircases are can be directly linked to 
the outdoor, the problem of travel distance at part of floors being too long would emerge. [1]
According to the design principle for safe evacuation route of personnel, in the evacuation process of personnel, 
the safety of the next stage is higher than that of the previous stage, and the next step is safer than the previous step. 
At present, domestic architectural designers universally consider that the relatively appropriate method to set a fire 
escape from the evacuation staircase at the first floor to the outdoor safe area and the fire escape shall be used for 
personnel evacuation under exigency. In case of fire, the personnel in the area with too long travel distance can 
firstly enter the fire escape, and then be evacuated to the outdoor from the fire escape; the personnel evacuated from 
upper floors to the first floor can also be safely evacuated to the outdoor through the fire escape. Thus it is required 
that the design of fire escape shall not only ensure security of evacuation of personnel in the building, but also meet 
the requirements of service function of the building.  
Therefore, the fire escape in building is extended to ‘sub-safe area’. The ‘sub-safe area’ in building means the 
place where personnel is not threatened by fire, the meaning of not being threatened by fire is relative, and there are 
requirements for certain time, extent or grade. It is generally considered to not affect normal behavior of people, the 
environmental condition for survival that can be borne by people can be taken as the basic requirements for ‘sub-
safe area’. The smoke prevention stair, smoke free lobby, refuge floor, escape means, fire escape (etc.) in building 
are practically the actual application of various forms of ‘sub-safe area’. The fire control design pattern of ‘sub-safe 
area’ can be varied, and the safety requirements can be higher. For example, according to the practical circumstance 
and need, public passage, evacuation route, resting place and sunken square (etc.) can be designed as ‘sub-safe area’.  
The basic requirements to ‘sub-safe area’ in building are generally: (1) it is not threatened by flame, temperature 
and smoke fume in the area; (2) the service functions of various facilities in the area, such as fire compartment 
facilities, illumination, ventilation and smoke removal, etc., would not be affected by fire; (3) there shall be 
sufficiently large space in the area for refuge and escape of personnel; (4) The area shall have supporting ability for 
a certain time, and the architectural components shall reach the stipulated maximum fire endurance value; (5) there 
shall be one safe egress in the area for being directly linked to the outdoor. [2]
3. Application examples 
3.1.  Engineering overview 
The architectural area of the first floor of a conference and exhibition center is 64194m2, it is about 320m long 
and about 390m wide, based on the consideration to architectural design and function allocation, the turret is 
arranged at both the left and right sides, the attached buildings are also divided into the left one and right one, a 
central flyover is formed between the attached buildings. The central flyover can not only facilitate personnel flow 
and natural lighting, but also be used for evacuation of personnel in the building and fire control driveway. China’s 
north is climatically characterized by large snowfall and cold weather, the central flyover shall be closed by adding 
ceiling, so as to form an architectural atrium which is 36m high, and mechanical smoke extraction system shall be 
set in the central flyover and the linked public passage, quick response discharge nozzle shall be set at shop and 
public passage, and sprinkler system for automatic scanning and locating at large space shall be adopted for the 
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central flyover. In case of fire, the personnel in bazaar shall firstly be evacuated into the public passage or central 
flyover, and then be evacuated to the outdoor safe area. The central flyover and public passage at the first floor are 
shown in Fig. 1.  
Fig. 1. Schematic plan of central flyover and public passage at the first floor 

3.2. Existing fire control safety problems 
Since the building depth of a conference and exhibition center is too great, most staircase is located at the first 
floor without being directly linked to exterior. The stipulations in ‘there shall be outlet that is directly linked to the 
outdoor for evacuation staircase at the first floor’ in article 6.2.6 of ‘Code for fire protection design of tall building’ 
could not be met.  
In the existing design, the central flyover and public passage at the first floor are set as the relatively safe area, 
i.e., ‘sub-safe area’, and the problem of evacuation staircase being at the first floor without being directly linked to 
the outdoor shall be solved through central flyover and public passage.  
3.3.  Feasibility demonstration for security of evacuation of personnel  
• Performance evidence for security of evacuation of personnel 
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For the life safety of personnel in building, the most important safety standard shall be that when fire occurs, the 
time of fire development making environmental condition reach the endurance limit of human body (ASET) must be 
greater than the time from fire occurrence to personnel evacuating to the safe place (RSET), i.e.,  
       
ASET > RSET                                                                                 (1) 
If that condition can be met, this fire control design scheme is feasible, the security of evacuation of personnel 
can be guaranteed, otherwise, idea of adjustment shall be put forward for the design scheme till its meeting the 
requirements of fire control safety performance. The method about judging personnel security is shown in Fig. 2. 
Fig. 2. Method for judging personnel safety 
• Design of fire scene 
Through analysis to the fire risk in the engineering building of the conference and exhibition center project, its 
fire risk is mainly manifested in big fire load, many factors for outbreak of fire, quick spread, big harm of product 
and difficulty in fighting a fire, etc. Therefore, according to the principle of being most unfavorable for design of 
fire scene, through consideration to the factors of possible scale of fire, the space feature of each functional area in 
building the distribution of evacuation outlet, the floor of fire outbreak and measures for smoke control, etc., three 
fire sources are respectively designed in the central flyover and public passage at the first floor, as shown in Fig. 3 
and Fig. 4, according to table look up and formula calculation, the fire growth coefficient and maximum thermal 
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release rate at each fire scene can be obtained, FDS software calculation is utilized to get the available safe egress 
time for personnel under each fire scene, i.e., ASET value.  
Fig. 3. Schematic diagram for position of fire source at central flyover  
Fig. 4. Schematic diagram for position of fire source at public passage 
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• Staged evacuation 
Generally the internal personnel of building shall flee to outdoor safe area as soon as possible after the outbreak 
of fire. Since the quantity of personnel in building is closely related to the building scale, for the same category of 
building, more floors and greater architectural area means more evacuation crowd, the width of evacuation stair is 
usually ascertained according to the architectural area and evacuation person number of a certain floor, with the 
increase in building scale, the region far from the area of fire outbreak would not be immediately affected after fire 
outbreak at an area in the building. Therefore, for the building with many floors or very large area, all personnel in 
the building shall not be concurrently evacuated, and it is not necessary to concurrently evacuate them. In order to 
make the personnel in the area which is the most prone to facing danger firstly leave the area of fire outbreak, 
phased evacuation strategy needs to be established.  
Evacuation shall not be implemented for the entire building, instead, the area directly affected by emergency 
event including fire shall be firstly evacuated when necessary; only at the time of extreme event out of control, 
according to the countermeasure and prepared counter plan against an emergency that is formulated in advance, 
whole personnel in the entire building shall be evacuated orderly, and that is called phased evacuation strategy.  
It is very necessary to quickly leave the fire area, the phased evacuation strategy usually needs to be adopted for 
the building whose scale is extra large, so as to firstly evacuate the crowd threatened by fire to relatively safe region 
(‘sub-safe area’), and then they shall be evacuated to the outdoor safe area.  
The conference and exhibition center is a building with complicated stereo space, the main functional space in 
interior penetrates several floors, the central flyover and public passage at the first floor are the space for flow of 
people, there is generally less fire load, the possibility of fire occurrence at itself is extremely small, it is linked with 
the main inlets and outlets of the commercial square, and they are main passageways for customers to enter the 
shop. In case of fire at the shop, people would instinctively utilize the familiar passageways for evacuation to the 
outdoor. Therefore, the public area including central flyover and public passage can be defined as ‘sub-safe area’ 
between the functional area of shop and the outdoor. In terms of fire control strategy, the personnels outside the first 
floor in the building are allowable to be firstly evacuated into the ‘sub-safe area’, and then be evacuated to the 
outdoor safe area through the ‘sub-safe area’.  
 It is stipulated in article 6.3.1.6 of Specifications for automatic fire alarm system design of China: ‘fire alarm 
device and emergency broadcast control device’ shall be set at fire fighting control room, and its control program 
shall reach (1) in case of fire at the building of two floors and over, the floor of catching fire and its adjacent upper 
and lower floors shall be firstly connected through; (2) in case of fire at the first floor, the same floor, the second 
floor and each underground floor shall be firstly connected through; (3) In case of fire at basement, each 
underground floor and the first floor shall be firstly connected through; (4) For the single-storey building that 
contains multiple fire compartments, the fire compartment that catches fire and its adjacent fire compartments shall 
be firstly connected through.’ [3]Therefore, according to the thought of formulating the code, when fire occurs at the 
central flyover in the first floor, all underground personnel, the personnel at the first floor and the personnel at the 
above-ground second floor shall be evacuated, and it is needless to evacuate all personnel in the entire conference 
and exhibition center.  
• Analysis of personnel evacuation safety 
Personnel evacuation simulation software Building Exodus shall be utilized to get the personnel evacuation 
action time under each scene, the time needed for personnel evacuation, i.e., RSET value, shall be obtained 
according to formula (2). 
RSET =Talarm + Tpre + khTmove                                                                    (2) 
Through the software simulation, after selection of relatively big safety coefficient, the ASET value under each 
fire scene is all greater than the RSET value, therefore, the central flyover and public passage at the first floor of the 
conference and exhibition center can meet the security of evacuation of personnel.  
3.4. Strengthening measures
As seen from the simulation result, there is sufficient space for smoke conservation in the architectural design of 
central flyover, thus the central flyover can be taken as ‘sub-safe area’, and it can be guaranteed that the personnel 
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evacuated to that area are safe. Since there is no sufficient space for smoke conservation in the public passage, even 
if under the circumstance of smoke extraction system being strengthened or being changed into hollowed-out 
suspended ceiling, it could not yet be guaranteed to be sufficiently safe. Therefore, it shall be guaranteed that there 
is no combustible at the public passage, and it shall be guaranteed that the smoke in the adjacent shop would not 
spread to the public passage, so as to guarantee that the public passage becomes ‘sub-safe area’.  
(1) It is required to adopt glazed fire-proof component for segregation at that side of shop along the central 
flyover or public passage adjacent to the public passage or central flyover. Fire-proof roll screen shall be adopted 
for segregation at the opening that faces the public passage or central flyover, or door closer shall be set on the door 
at the opening, and the fire-proof roll screen or door closer at the opening shall all be ganged with the automatic fire 
alarm system. All holes must be sealed according to the fire-proof requirements of crossing firewall, so as to 
prevent fire spread. The shop region shall become independent ‘fire-proof unit’, so as to avoid flame and smoke 
from entering ‘sub-safe area’ in case of fire occurrence at shop.   
(2) For the atrium in the public passage at the first floor, the height of atrium from underground first floor to 
above-ground fifth floor shall be 34.5m, the atrium is irregular geometric shape, the area at underground first floor 
is 617m2, and the area of atrium at above-ground fifth floor is 1500m2. The position of that atrium at the first floor 
is in the public passage in the south side. After fire occurrence at the underground first floor, if the fire-proof roll 
screen around the atrium fails and has not dropped in time, the fire smoke would spread from the atrium into the 
public passage at the first floor, therefore, it is required to adopt glazed fire-proof component to enclose that atrium, 
fire-proof roll screen shall be used only at the outlet position, so as to prevent the smoke from entering the public 
passage in case of fire.  
(3) In optimization of system structure, independent mechanical smoke extraction system shall be set in the 
public passage, smoke zone shall be reasonably divided according to the code requirements, and smoke vent shall 
be reasonably arranged, so as to ensure that the smoke in shop would not enter ‘sub-safe area’.  
(4) In optimization of equipment resource, it is proposed that aspirating smoke fire detector for realizing early 
alarm of fire shall be set in all atrium, according to relevant stipulations in GB 50116, the protection mode of 
vertical tubing shall be adopted, so as to guarantee that the interval of sampling hole on pipeline shall not be greater 
than 3m, and the interval between pipeline shall not 10m. Meanwhile, water distribution system for automatic 
scanning and locating at large space shall be adopted for the central flyover at the first floor, so as to guarantee that 
there are two fire nozzles for protection at random one point, and quick response discharge nozzle shall be adopted 
in the shop and public passage at the first floor.  
(5) Non-combustible or fire-retardant material shall be adopted for the ceiling material of central flyover, the 
fire endurance of its load-bearing structure shall not be less than 1.0h; firewall shall be adopted to the full for the 
fire compartment, the fire-proof roll screen for fire compartment shall be reduced, and firewall must be adopted for 
fire compartment at the junction of three fire zones. Meanwhile, non-combustible material shall be adopted for 
decoration at the public passage, and in case of few fire-retardant materials for decoration, it shall be approved by 
local public security fire control organization.  
(6) It shall be ensured that there is no combustible in the public passage at the first floor through strict fire 
control management, and it shall be prohibited to perform commercial activity in the public passage. Meanwhile, 
special passageway whose height and width are both greater than 4m for fire-fighting vehicle shall be divided in the 
central flyover at the first floor, so as to guarantee that there is no facility that affects passing through of fire-
fighting vehicle and safe evacuation of personnel near the driveway of fire-fighting vehicle, in case of fire, it shall 
be cleared through site broadcast or working personnel, so as to guarantee diverting of person and vehicle.  
In general, after guaranteeing there being no combustible in the central flyover and public passage, the region at 
both sides of public passage and central flyover being protected by means of ‘fire-proof unit’, and increase of 
corresponding fire control safety measure, it is feasible to take the central flyover and public passage at the first 
floor as the ‘sub-safe area’ in the building.  
4. Brief summary 
The first main aim of setting ‘sub-safe area’ in building is to ensure security of evacuation of personnel in the 
building and refuge in case of mishap; the second main aim is for entering of extinguishing and fire-fighting 
personnel into the fire ground from ‘sub-safe area’ in case of fire, so as to develop extinguishing and rescuing in 
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time. With incessant development of performance-based design in architectural fire protection design in China, 
‘sub-safe area’ will be applied more frequently.  
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